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The Curse: Touch of Eternity Amazoncrossing This translation ﬁrst copyrighted in 2012. Touch of Eternity India Penguin Metro Reads Born on the same day and at the same time, Druvan
and Anvesha know they are soulmates in every sense of the word. Their parents, however, refuse to accept their 'togetherness' at ﬁrst and try to tear them apart. Druvan and
Anvesha try their best to explain why that cannot happen. In the same timeline, the world has made huge progress in science and some of the ﬁrst experiments to combine the body
and the soul have begun. This is an opportunity for them to prove their love and tell the world that it is love that can make the impossible, possible. Druvan and Anvesha participate
in the experiment as if their life depends on it, because it does. The only thing that remains to be seen is, will the dream of a man to control love and life come true? And when the
time comes, can one stay true to their soulmate? Kingdom of the Cursed the New York Times bestseller Hachette UK The Sunday Times bestseller. One sister. Two sinful princes.
Inﬁnite deception with a side of revenge . . . Welcome to Hell. From the #1 New York Times bestselling author Kerri Maniscalco comes the sizzling and sweepingly romantic sequel to
Kingdom of the Wicked. With the enigmatic Prince of Wrath at her side, Emilia sold her soul to become Queen of the Wicked and travelled to the Seven Circles to fulﬁl her vow of
avenging her beloved sister. But the ﬁrst rule in the court of the Wicked? Trust no one. And it quickly becomes clear that nothing in Hell is what it seems. Even Wrath, her onetime
ally, may be keeping secrets about his true nature. But that suits Emilia just ﬁne - she's got secrets of her own. Faced with backstabbing courtiers, princes who delight in fear,
luxurious palaces, dazzling galas, and conﬂicting clues about what truly happened to her sister, Emilia ﬁnds herself on a mission to unlock the mysteries of her own past and
uncover the answers she craves. As long as her sins don't catch up to her ﬁrst . . . *** PRAISE FOR KERRI MANISCALCO *** 'A delicious and intoxicating new fantasy by a master of
murder and mayhem' Elizabeth Lim, author of Spin the Dawn 'An intoxicating, tightly plotted feast for the senses' Kirkus 'A fast-paced adventure steeped in a luscious and dark
world' Chloe Gong, NYT bestselling author of These Violent Delights Heir to a Curse MM Fated Mates Romance Zach is running out of time to save the man fated to be his. After
losing a friend and inheriting her million-dollar home riddled with repair issues, Zach has his hands full. As a construction contractor he plans to make it the home she always
wanted it to be. Except every time he ﬁxes one thing, something else happens: ﬁre, damage to the garden, and even mysterious lights making the staﬀ whisper about ghosts. All
linked to a historic Chinese shrine on the property. When Zach catches a glimpse of a mystery man near the shrine, then dreams of monsters, he wonders if grief has driven him
mad. But when a kiss awakens him to his past lives with an exiled lover, he begins to realize the only way out is to break the curse. Gathering Frost (Once Upon A Curse Book 1)
Kaitlyn Davis **A USA Today Must-Read Romance!** Will the prince's kiss be enough to revive her frozen heart? Don't miss GATHERING FROST, a dystopian romance from bestselling
author Kaitlyn Davis that reimagines the classic fairy tale of Sleeping Beauty. "I wish I could say I was the hero of the story. A resister. A rebel. Someone who lived to bring an end to
the queen who stole my childhood--my mother, my life, my very world. But I'm not. I'm not the good guy. I'm the one who puts the good guys in their graves." Jade was only a little
girl when the earthquake struck. Before her eyes, half of New York City disappeared, replaced by a village that seemed torn out of a storybook. Horses and carriages. Cobblestone
streets. A towering castle. And, above all, a queen with the magical ability to strip emotions away. Ten years later and Jade has forgotten what it is to feel, to care...even to love.
Working as a member of the queen's guard, she spends most of her time on the city wall staring at the crumbling skyscrapers of old New York. But everything changes when the
queen's runaway son, Prince Asher, returns. Under his relentless taunts, her blood begins to boil. Under his piercing gaze, her heart begins to ﬂutter. And the more her icy soul
begins to thaw, the more Jade comes to question everything she's ever known--and, more importantly, whose side she's really on. Keywords: Teen & Young Adult, Fairytale, Fairy
Tale, Retelling, Adaptation, Fairy Tale Adaptation, Sleeping Beauty, Romance, Dystopian, Paranormal Romance, Urban Fantasy, Love, Action & Adventure, Magic, Fantasy, Evil
Queen, Prince Charming RAVE REVIEWS for Gathering Frost! "My favorite thing about this book is the action. Jade isn't a sleeping princess. She's the best ﬁghter and so ﬁerce in her
"empty" state. I felt like this was an urban fantasy with all the steam of a romance." - Jessie Potts, USA Today 'Happy Ever After Blog' "Davis writes with conﬁdence and poise, and
the story's many twists and turns stave oﬀ predictability and allow readers to become immersed in a starkly magical world ﬁlled with last hopes." - Publisher's Weekly "Gathering
Frost is just awesome in every way. Beautiful prose, lots of heart-wrenching emotion, action and romance, a great, unstoppable villain, and a smart, tough heroine who will ﬁght for
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what she wants." - Geeks In High School "The writing is ﬂawless as always and I must say, way to take a classic and make such a creative and wonderful twist to it...It's well thought
out and it unbelievably magniﬁcent. I seriously couldn't put it down. Wait I never actually put it down. I started and ﬁnished in one sitting because it's just that good. This one is a
MUST READ." - Happy Tails and Tales Blog "I loved everything about this book! The diﬀerent take on Sleeping Beauty, the strong female characters, and the overall vibe of the
book/series to come. Jade is amazing and leaped oﬀ the page...This is not just a romance! It has great action scenes where Jade is kicking some major ass and there are surprises at
every corner." - Hooked In A Book "I loved this book. To me is it a very loose reimagined world of Sleeping Beauty, but that is a good thing. It kept me guessing and really kept me
on the edge of my seat. I stayed up late reading as I just had to know what happens next." - Michelle's Paranormal Vault of Books Evermore The Immortals St. Martin's Griﬃn Don't
miss Evermore, the ﬁrst book in Alyson Noël's #1 New York Times bestselling The Immortals series. Enter an enchanting new world where true love never dies. . . After a horrible
accident claimed the lives of her family, sixteen-year-old Ever Bloom can see people's auras, hear their thoughts, and know someone's entire life story by touching them. Going out
of her way to avoid human contact and suppress her abilities, she has been branded a freak at her new high school—but everything changes when she meets Damen Auguste.
Damen is gorgeous, exotic and wealthy. He's the only one who can silence the noise and random energy in her head—wielding a magic so intense, it's as though he can peer straight
into her soul. As Ever is drawn deeper into his enticing world of secrets and mystery, she's left with more questions than answers. And she has no idea just who he really is—or what
he is. The only thing she knows to be true is that she's falling deeply and helplessly in love with him. Curse Breaker Books 4-6 Melinda Kucsera Curse Breaker Books 4-6 is an epic
fantasy adventure set in an immersive world of intrigue and adventure, featuring the following books: Curse Breaker Falls Sarn must face down a legendary evil with only a ragtag
bunch of reluctant magical constructs at his side. If he fails, Shayari will fall, and the Adversary will add an unstoppable monster to his ranks. But doubts assail Sarn. He might not
be the hero their world needs. In a world where magic is powered by belief, such doubts can have lethal consequences. One will rise, and one will fall. Curse Breaker Sundered Two
conﬂicting promises bind Sarn, even though a monster’s chasing him and an evil entity wants his soul. Sarn must keep both promises or die trying because those promises won’t let
him break them, not even to save the son he adores. With the mountain falling down around them and no exit in sight, can Sarn and his son prevail without magic to help them?
Curse Breaker Hidden To defeat the ancient monster destroying his home, Sarn must regain the rest of his magic. But unlocking that power won’t be easy with a concussion and an
evil entity on the prowl. The Devil wants his soul, and he'll cheat to get it. Even if Sarn beats the devil and gets his magic back, the rocks in the monster’s lair could kill him and his
son unless he stops them from stealing their life force. But all his eﬀorts won’t matter if a priestess destroys their queen and the enchanted forest that protects their home. A
country can’t stand without its queen. How will it survive if its last mage falls? Find out in Curse Breaker Books 4-6. Scroll up to get it now if you like dragons, found family,
monsters of unusual size, enchanted trees, mind-talking creatures, reluctant heroes, warrior angels, demons, magic, and humor. KEYWORDS: epic fantasy, fantasy adventure, sword
& sorcery, boxed set, reluctant hero, mage, wizard, sorcerer, magic, enchanted forest, high fantasy, friendship, found family, single parent, journey, demon, ghost, magic lessons,
apprentice, secrets, crush, happy for now, action-adventure, good vs evil, betrayal, strong women, dragon obsession, rangers, friends to enemies, indentured, enchantress, queens
and royalty, nobility, monster ﬁghts, demon battle, kidnapped, left for dead, tricked, the monster awakes, hero's journey, rise of the villain, wrong place, wrong time, dark crystal,
dark magic, conspiracy, haunted castle, demon summoners, crimes against magic, Young Adult, fantasy, full length novel, Dangerous, prophecy, chosen one, come into powers, YA
epic fantasy, YA fantasy, teen fantasy, black humor, anger, dark, twisty, Adult fantasy, adult epic fantasy, omnibus, dark lord. Readers also enjoyed books by Robert Jordon,
Mercedes Lackey, Nicholas Eames, Will Wight, Brandon Sanderson, Andrzej Sapkowski, J.R.R. Tolkien, Robin Hobb, Anne McCaﬀrey, Terry Brooks, Morgan Rice, Jonathan Moeller,
Melissa Caruso, Terry Pratchet, N. K. Jemisin, Kevin J. Anderson, Jenn Lyons, David Gaider, Myke Cole, Brian McClellan, John Marco, Michael A. Stackpole, George R. R. Martin, Brent
Weeks, A. K. Larkwood, Michelle Sagara The Dashkova Memoirs Complete Series (Books 1-8) Black Moon Books Exile. Princess. Thief. THIS BOX SET INCLUDES EIGHT BEST SELLING
BOOKS WITH OVER 1800 PAGES OF THRILLING ACTION—AND 1000 FIVE-STAR REVIEWS/RATINGS! Ekaterina "Kat" Dashkova and a young Ben Franklin investigate supernatural forces
amid the afterbirth of the American Revolution, but they must avoid the assassins bent on stopping them and ushering in a new world order led by sinister forces. The Percy Jackson
and the Olympians, Book Three: Titan's Curse Disney / Hyperion Books for Children In this third book of the acclaimed series, Percy and his friends are escorting two new half-bloods
safely to camp when they are intercepted by a manticore and learn that the goddess Artemis has been kidnapped. Breath of Yesterday Skyscape Struggling to keep Payton alive,
Samantha must travel back to eighteenth-century Scotland, where she ﬁrst met her cursed love, and unlock the secret of an ancient legend in order to have a chance at happiness
with Payton. Kingdom of the Wicked TikTok made me buy it! The addictive and darkly romantic fantasy Hachette UK Two sisters. One brutal murder. A quest for vengeance that will
unleash Hell itself . . . A new series from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Stalking Jack the Ripper. Emilia and her twin sister Vittoria are streghe - witches who live
secretly among humans, avoiding notice and persecution. One night, Vittoria misses dinner service at the family's renowned Sicilian restaurant. Emilia soon ﬁnds the body of her
beloved twin . . . desecrated beyond belief. Devastated, Emilia sets out to ﬁnd her sister's killer and to seek vengeance at any cost-even if it means using dark magic that's been
long forbidden. Then Emilia meets Wrath, one of the Wicked-princes of Hell she has been warned against in tales since she was a child. Wrath claims to be on Emilia's side, tasked by
his master with solving the series of women's murders on the island. But when it comes to the Wicked, nothing is as it seems . . . The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue Titan Books For
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someone damned to be forgettable, Addie LaRue is a most delightfully unforgettable character, and her story is the most joyous evocation of unlikely immortality. Neil Gaiman A
Sunday Times-bestselling, award-nominated genre-defying tour-de-force of Faustian bargains, for fans of The Time Traveler's Wife and Life After Life, and The Sudden Appearance of
Hope. When Addie La Rue makes a pact with the devil, she trades her soul for immortality. But there's always a price - the devil takes away her place in the world, cursing her to be
forgotten by everyone. Addie ﬂees her tiny home town in 18th-Century France, beginning a journey that takes her across the world, learning to live a life where no one remembers
her and everything she owns is lost and broken. Existing only as a muse for artists throughout history, she learns to fall in love anew every single day. Her only companion on this
journey is her dark devil with hypnotic green eyes, who visits her each year on the anniversary of their deal. Alone in the world, Addie has no choice but to confront him, to
understand him, maybe to beat him. Until one day, in a second hand bookshop in Manhattan, Addie meets someone who remembers her. Suddenly thrust back into a real, normal
life, Addie realises she can't escape her fate forever. Touch of Passion St. Martin's Paperbacks My Dearest Reader, When you hear my story, perhaps you will think me a man unable to
control his own hungers...his own temptations. But I warn you that I am no such thing. I am simply a man who knows what he wants, and what he can't live without. It is only fair to
tell you that my clan is one descended from magic. I have learned these powers are both a blessing and a curse—for the magic that ﬂows through my blood controls my fate utterly
and completely. When I ﬁrst saw the beautiful Loris, I knew she was my unoliaeth, my oneness, the woman I am destined to unite with for all eternity. At that moment, I allowed my
passion to lead me to do the unthinkable: I employed a forbidden magic to win Loris's heart. How did I know that my error would lead to a black curse that still haunts me today?
How could I have known that the curse would irrevocably cast Loris' aﬀection for me to another man? Now I am left to ponder how I might win Loris back—black curse be damned. I
believe there must be a way. For while it is the darkest realms of magic that keeps Loris from becoming mine, there is another power at play: the undying, unending love of one man
for one woman. And I pray that in the end, that will be enough... Your obedient servant, Kian Seymour, Castle Tylluan, London A Dark Faerie Tale Collection Books 1-8 Lyrical Lit.
Publishing This collection contains books 1-8 of A Dark Faerie Tale Series. Magic and Malice abound in the Land of Faerie. Shade is thrown into the treacherous Land of Faerie when
she meets a mysterious Teleen warrior made of ﬁre and electricity. Sent on a journey to obtain a rare magic only she can wield, she must race against time to save her new friends
from the wrath of the Unseelie armies. Dare to enter Faerie where things are never as they seem. The Curse of The Black Cat As his eighteenth birthday draws near, prince Alrik-heir
to the throne of Edan-must choose a wife. But when his ﬁrst kiss with a beautiful princess leaves him feeling cold, he knows that although it is his duty, he cannot love a woman. In a
ﬁt of panic, he seeks out the aid of the witch Gwydion. The witch, however, has other plans. Curse Breaker Books 1-6 Melinda Kucsera A reluctant hero must rise or fall to the darkness
claiming his home, his soul, and his family in this six-book set. The dark lord is coming, but Sarn's not facing him alone. With his son by his side and an enchanted forest at his back,
it'll take all his magic to defend them against monsters and an ancient evil entity that wants to enslave all. Start the epic adventure now! Curse Breaker Books 1-6 features: Curse
Breaker Enchanted Sarn wants to be like everyone else, not a mage with a power he can barely control. But he must hide his magic in a country run by people who want to destroy
all magic. But that magic comes in handy when he wakes up far from home with only his cloak to protect him from monsters and murderous trees. How will Sarn return home in time
and unravel the dark conspiracy that’s destroying it before his son pays the ultimate price? Curse Breaker Darkens When a disembodied voice warns him that a demon is after his
mage, Jerlo sets oﬀ to ﬁnd the man who could summon it. He swore an unbreakable oath to protect Sarn, no matter the cost. In a country run by a group that wants to destroy all
magic, mages and demons shouldn’t exist. But they do, and Jerlo’s in a ﬁght, not just for his life but for his soul. Even if he risks both, how will he save Sarn without magic? Curse
Breaker Faceted Sarn spies on the men responsible for his best friend's death with his young son in tow. And those men are hunting for magic-stealing rocks to fuel a zealot's quest.
When their greed leads them into a forbidden cavern, they release an ancient monster, and it's hungry for a certain mage and his son. Who will survive the dark terror lurking under
the mountain? Curse Breaker Falls Sarn must face down a legendary evil with only a ragtag bunch of reluctant magical constructs at his side. If he fails, Shayari will fall, and the
Adversary will add an unstoppable monster to his ranks. But doubts assail Sarn. He might not be the hero their world needs. In a world where magic is powered by belief, such
doubts can have lethal consequences. Will Sarn rise as a hero or fall into darkness, bound to the dark lord he’s ﬁghting? Curse Breaker Sundered Two conﬂicting promises bind Sarn,
even though a monster’s chasing him and an evil entity wants his soul. Sarn must keep both promises or die trying because those promises won’t let him break them, not even to
save the son he adores. With the mountain falling down around them and no exit in sight, can Sarn and his son prevail without magic to help them? Curse Breaker Hidden To defeat
the ancient monster destroying his home, Sarn must regain the rest of his magic. But unlocking that power won’t be easy with a concussion and an evil entity on the prowl. The dark
lord wants his soul, and he'll cheat to get it. But that won’t matter if a priestess destroys their queen and the enchanted forest that protects their home. A country can’t stand
without its queen. How will it survive if its last mage falls? Find out in Curse Breaker Books 1-6. Scroll up to get it now if you like dragons, found family, monsters of unusual size,
enchanted trees, mind-talking creatures, reluctant heroes, warrior angels, demons, magic, and humor. Keywords: epic fantasy, fantasy adventure, sword & sorcery, boxed set,
reluctant hero, mage, wizard, sorcerer, magic, enchanted forest, high fantasy, friendship, found family, single parent, journey, demon, ghost, magic lessons, apprentice, secrets,
crush, happy for now, action adventure, good vs evil, betrayal, strong women, dragon obsession, rangers, friends to enemies, indentured, enchantress, queens and royalty, nobility,
monster ﬁghts, demon battle, kidnapped, left for dead, tricked, the monster awakes, hero's journey, rise of the villain, wrong place, wrong time, dark crystal, dark magic,
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conspiracy, haunted castle, demon summoners, crimes against magic, Young Adult, fantasy, full length novel, Dangerous, prophecy, chosen one, come into powers, YA epic fantasy,
YA fantasy, teen fantasy, black humor, anger, dark, twisty, Adult fantasy, adult epic fantasy, omnibus, dark lord. Readers also enjoyed books by Robert Jordon, Mercedes Lackey,
Nicholas Eames, Will Wight, Brandon Sanderson, Andrzej Sapkowski, J.R.R. Tolkien, Robin Hobb, Anne McCaﬀrey, Terry Brooks, Morgan Rice, Jonathan Moeller, Melissa Caruso, Terry
Pratchet, N. K. Jemisin, Kevin J. Anderson, Jenn Lyons, David Gaider, Myke Cole, Brian McClellan, John Marco, Michael A. Stackpole, George R. R. Martin, Brent Weeks, A. K. Larkwood,
Michelle Sagara The Curse of Misty Wayfair Baker Books Left at an orphanage as a child, Thea Reed vowed to ﬁnd her mother someday. Now grown, her search takes her to Pleasant
Valley, Wisconsin, in 1908. When clues lead her to a mental asylum, Thea uses her experience as a post-mortem photographer to gain access and assist groundskeeper Simeon Coyle
in photographing the patients and uncovering the secrets within. However, she never expected her personal quest would reawaken the legend of Misty Wayfair, a murdered woman
who allegedly haunts the area and whose appearance portends death. A century later, Heidi Lane receives a troubling letter from her mother--who is battling dementia--compelling
her to travel to Pleasant Valley for answers to her own questions of identity. When she catches sight of a ghostly woman who haunts the asylum ruins in the woods, the longstanding story of Misty Wayfair returns--and with it, Heidi's fear for her own life. As two women across time seek answers about their identities and heritage, can they overcome the
threat of the mysterious curse that has them inextricably intertwined? New Olympians: Books 1-6 ~ The Complete Series Contemporary Non-Shifter M/M MPREG Romance FireHive
Media The gods of Olympus have been at war with their wives for centuries. Zeus, famously unable to control his divine desires was deserving of his punishment - to touch a mortal
lover was to bring instant death. But out of every curse is born a prophecy, and so the immortal gods must discover a divine spark: a mortal with divine ancestry who could bear the
brunt of the goddesses' curse and survive. To foil Hera's curse, the mighty gods of Olympus must set aside their wild ways and devote themselves to the search for love, the key to
their eternity, and usher in an age of New Olympians. But their journey will not be an easy one, and the quest to break Hera's curse could tear Olympus apart. Be Warned! These
books contain mythological references, brooding alpha male gods and their omega lovers, m/m romance, spicy and sexy situations, dark tidings, angry goddesses, and male
pregnancy (mpreg). These books are best enjoyed by lovers of mythology and gay romance who are over 18 years of age. This box-set collection contains all six New Olympians
novellas + a bonus holiday short Approximate total word count: 233,000 wds Book 1 ~ Lightning Strikes (Zeus) Book 2 ~ Rip Tide (Poseidon) Book 3 ~ By the Book (Hades) Book 4 ~
Swift Wings (Hermes) Book 5 ~ Marble Heart (Ares) Book 6 ~ Eternal Fire (Hephaestus) BONUS holiday Novella ~ Immortal Wish (Zeus + Cameron) Keywords: gay romance, mm
romance, mpreg romance, male pregnancy, contemporary fantasy romance, mythology romance, age gap romance Heart of Eternity An Eternal Novel Xlibris Corporation For more than
eight hundred years, Saladin avoided forming an attachment to a woman. Sure, there has been a few in his life. In fact, the hinges on his revolving door are ready to self-combust.
He’s deﬁnitely no saint. Once the formidable leader of a great nation, he’s feared and admired in the supernatural world. But not by Teagan, the one woman whose strength and
deﬁance struck him with an instant attraction he can’t deny. Two years has passed since he last saw Teagan, and his feelings for her haven’t changed. Not that he expected
otherwise. After all, she is his mate. Well, she would’ve been if circumstances had been diﬀerent. Now cut oﬀ from her, his life has begun to spiral out of control. He can’t feed, can’t
sleep, can barely function; even his sanity is questionable. Though determined to avoid Saladin, Teagan can’t help the desire the infuriatingly sexy vampire stirs in her, plaguing her
thoughts and dreams nightly. That doesn’t mean she’ll give into her contemptuous hormones. Saladin is dangerous, and a complication she doesn’t need. Next in line to carry her
family’s curse, a relationship with the surly vamp would end in disappointment and death, speciﬁcally hers. Nope. She wants nothing to do with Saladin. That is, until her
grandfather dies. Teagan not only gains her family’s ancient power, but also she’s now number 1 on Morganna’s hit list. The evil sorceress is as determined to kill her as Saladin is
to keep her safe. Staying alive long enough to free herself of her family’s curse, save her sisters from the same fate, defeat Morganna, and ﬁnd a way to be with Saladin is a juggle
of responsibilities and temptations. With life, death, and eternity on the line, which way will the hammer of destiny fall? Curse of the Gargoyle (Cursed Mackinnons Book One) Ellora's
Cave Publishing Inc Curse of the GargoyleTara NinaGavin has been entombed in stone for hundreds of years, waiting for the right person to break the curse that put him there. After
the voice of an unknown woman speaks the special words to free him, he ﬁnds himself in a time that is no longer his own. Though this woman pleasures him in every imaginable
way, he's still racked with anguish for all he's lost. Duty, honor and his deep-seated need for revenge consume him.Ericka thought ﬂying to Scotland was the toughest feat of her
life. That was until she met a ghost and freed a seventeenth-century Scottish hunk from stone. Ghosts aren't real and curses don't exist. Hot sex with Gavin fuels her imagination,
but he can't possibly her soul mate, or can he.The evil behind the curse lingers. Gavin is stone by day, man by night. Together they ﬁght, determined to overcome the source behind
the curse. But if they fail, their love could be lost for eternity. Fantasy Lover Hachette UK It might sound like a man's favorite fantasy - to live forever, destined to be the lover of
thousands of women. But for Julian of Macedon, it's a nightmare. Once he was a proud Spartan general; now he's a love-slave, his essence magically held captive in a book, cursed to
spend all eternity pleasing women. Then, one day, Grace Alexander summons Julian to fulﬁll her passionate dreams - and sees beyond the fantasy to the man himself. Long years as
a sex therapist, listening to other people's bedroom problems, have taken a lot of the fun out of the physical side of love for Grace. But with or without sex, the rules of the
enchantment cannot be changed - Julian is hers for the next month. And, as their time together slips by, Julian and Grace ﬁnd more to share than sympathy and conversation and
they begin to wonder if love might be within their grasp. That leaves only one question. Is love enough to break a 2,000-year-old curse? The Coldest Touch Hachette UK Death drew
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them together. Life could tear them apart. Elise is cursed. Every time she touches someone, she experiences how they will die. And when she predicts, but is unable to prevent, her
brother's death, Elise is desperate to escape her terrible gift. Then she meets Claire, a vampire tasked with helping Elise master her rare powers - and recruiting her to the Veil, a
secret organisation determined to protect the paranormal world at all cost. At ﬁrst, Elise is reluctant to work with a vampire, but when she predicts a teacher's imminent murder,
she's determined to stop the violent death. As Elise and Claire grow closer, Elise begins to wonder - can she really trust someone tasked with securing her loyalty? Someone who
could so easily kill her? Someone who might hold the key to unravelling her brother's mysterious death? Death and Night A Star-Touched Novella St. Martin's Griﬃn An exclusive StarTouched novella over 100 pages long! Before The Star-Touched Queen there was only Death and Night. He was Lord of Death, cursed never to love. She was Night incarnate,
destined to stay alone. After a chance meeting, they wonder if, perhaps, they could be meant for more. But danger crouches in their paths, and the choices they make will set them
on a journey that will span lifetimes. Discover how Maya and Amar ﬁrst met and fell in love, and don't forget the next Star-Touched novel, A Crown of Wishes. Cursed Monster House
Books "Another breath-taking book by Christina Bauer! Cursed takes on a new spin about the world of Necromancers and Casters and it is absolutely fantastic." -- Angelic Book
Reviews Most days, Elea couldn’t care less about being a witch, even if she does have special powers over spirit and bone. Why bother with incantations when you’re a farm girl?
Elea only uses her Necromancer magic to speed up chores and scare oﬀ suitors. Everything changes when the evil Necromancer Tsar curses Elea. Now, she only has ﬁve years left
before she burns as a ghost, tortured for all eternity. They say there’s nothing she can do, but Elea disagrees. Embracing her Necromancer ability, Elea trains as a magical assassin.
Her goal? Kill the Tsar before his curse kills her. After years of preparation, Elea’s ﬁnally ready to strike. That’s when everything goes horribly wrong. A handsome warlock named
Rowan steps up to help. Elea wants him as an ally, but she can’t ignore the mixed-up feelings that come with every one of Rowan’s crooked smiles. An assassination mission is no
time to fall in love, but Elea’s heart may have other ideas… "Cursed will take you on an adventure of a lifetime!" - The Avid Reader Perfect for readers who love sword and sorcery
ﬁlled with magic, necromancy, witches and wizards. This series combines ﬁerce females, paranormal romance and epic fantasy. Enjoy! BEHOLDER series order 1. Cursed 2.
Concealed 3. Cherished 4. Crowned 5. Cradled Read all the series from author Christina Bauer: - Angelbound Origins (YA Dark Fantasy) - Angelbound Oﬀspring (YA Dark Fantasy) Angelbound Worlds (YA Dark Fantasy) - Beholder (YA Dark Fantasy) - Dimension Drift (YA Urban Fantasy ) - Fairy Tales of the Magicorum (YA Urban Fantasy) Star-Touched Stories
Wednesday Books Contains an extended excerpt from The Gilded Wolves. From New York Times bestselling author, Roshani Chokshi, comes Star-Touched Stories: a fantasy collection
of three lush and adventurous stories set in the Star-Touched world. Death and Night He was Lord of Death, cursed never to love. She was Night incarnate, destined to stay alone.
After a chance meeting, they wonder if, perhaps, they could be meant for more. But danger crouches in their paths, and the choices they make will set them on a journey that will
span lifetimes. Poison and Gold Now that her wish for a choice has come true, Aasha struggles to control her powers. But when an opportunity to help Queen Gauri and King
Vikram's new reign presents itself, she is thrown into the path of the fearsome yet enchanting Spy Mistress. To help her friends, Aasha will have to battle her insecurities and
perhaps, along the way, ﬁnd love. Rose and Sword There is a tale whispered in the dark of the Empire of Bharat-Jain. A tale of a bride who loses her bridegroom on the eve of her
wedding. But is it a tale or a truth? The Wolf's Curse HarperCollins “I am obsessed with this story!”—Erin Entrada Kelly, author of the Newbery Honor Book We Dream of Space “Boldly
tells readers to take a closer look at the stories they’re told—not to mention at the wolves that might be lurking in the shadows. A clear-eyed, big-hearted fable of compassion,
friendship, and love.”—Anne Ursu, author of The Real Boy “A lyrical tale of loss and survival, tradition and belief, in which tension and secrets build like a towering wave.”—Diane
Magras, author of The Mad Wolf’s Daughter “A fable as polished and timeless as a ﬁne wooden toy.”—Catherine Gilbert Murdock, author of the Newbery Honor Book The Book of Boy
Shunned by his fearful village, a twelve-year-old apprentice embarks on a surprising quest to clear his name, with a mythic—and dangerous—wolf following closely at his heels.
Jessica Vitalis’s debut is a gorgeous, voice-driven literary fantasy about family, fate, and long-held traditions. The Wolf’s Curse will engross readers of The Girl Who Drank the Moon
and A Wish in the Dark. Gauge’s life has been cursed since the day he cried Wolf and was accused of witchcraft. The Great White Wolf brings only death, Gauge’s superstitious
village believes. If Gauge can see the Wolf, then he must be in league with it. So instead of playing with friends in the streets or becoming his grandpapa’s partner in the carpentry
shop, Gauge must hide and pretend he doesn’t exist. But then the Wolf comes for his grandpapa. And for the ﬁrst time, Gauge is left all alone, with a bounty on his head and the
Wolf at his heels. A young feather collector named Roux oﬀers Gauge assistance, and he is eager for the help. But soon the two—both recently orphaned—are questioning everything
they have ever believed about their village, about the Wolf, and about death itself. Narrated by the sly, crafty Wolf, Jessica Vitalis’s debut novel is a vivid and literary tale about
family, friendship, belonging, and grief. The Wolf’s Curse will captivate readers of Laurel Snyder’s Orphan Island and Molly Knox Ostertag’s The Witch Boy. Wicked Lovely
HarperCollins UK Story of 17-year old Aislinn who can see spirits, and Summer King Keenan who wants to make her his weapon to ﬁght Winter Queen Beira and Darkness King Irial A
21st fairy tale for teenagers. Piece of Inﬁnity Skyscape In the third and ﬁnal volume of Emily Bold's The Curse Series, Sam returns to the present day from seventeenth-century
Scotland, reunited with her love, Payton, and relieved that the curse has been lifted. But their happiness is tempered by Sam's unsettling feeling that all is not yet right.
Overburdened with the guilt she feels for unwittingly causing the curse that destroyed Payton's life for nearly three centuries, Sam is determined to return to the past to ﬁx it.
Fearing that the love of his life will want to remain with his past self, Payton follows Sam into history, desperate to bring her back to the present--and to the new life they've made
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together. As the past and present clash, the two lovers face the most diﬃcult choice of their lives: allow their history to remain as it was, with all its dangers, injustices, and pain, or
ﬁght to improve it--and risk the very love that binds them together. Girl, Serpent, Thorn Flatiron Books Melissa Bashardoust's Girl, Serpent, Thorn is “an alluring feminist fairy tale”
(Kirkus) about a girl cursed to be poisonous to the touch and who discovers what power might lie in such a curse. There was and there was not, as all stories begin, a princess
cursed to be poisonous to the touch. But for Soraya, who has lived her life hidden away, apart from her family, safe only in her gardens, it’s not just a story. As the day of her twin
brother’s wedding approaches, Soraya must decide if she’s willing to step outside of the shadows for the ﬁrst time. Below in the dungeon is a demon who holds knowledge that she
craves, the answer to her freedom. And above is a young man who isn’t afraid of her, whose eyes linger not with fear, but with an understanding of who she is beneath the poison.
Soraya thought she knew her place in the world, but when her choices lead to consequences she never imagined, she begins to question who she is and who she is
becoming...human or demon. Princess or monster. The Cursebreaker Series A 3-Book Bundle Bloomsbury Publishing USA Discover the global phenomenon of the Cursebreaker series in
this three-book digital bundle! Four royals. Two thrones. One deadly curse. Deep in the heart of Emberfall sits an isolated castle. Inside, Prince Rhen is trapped by a curse; outside,
his kingdom falls to ruin. On the dark streets of Washington DC, Harper waits, playing lookout for her brother. She's always been underestimated because of her cerebral palsy, but
when she sees someone in danger she runs to help--only to ﬁnd herself sucked into Rhen's cursed world. What begins as a twist on a fairy tale unfolds into a world of magic, danger,
love, and betrayal in Brigid Kemmerer's New York Times bestselling Cursebreaker series. This e-book bundle includes the entire series: A Curse So Dark and Lonely, A Heart So
Fierce and Broken, and A Vow So Fierce and Deadly. Darkness Eternal Zebra Books A vampire must rescue a woman from Hell in this paranormal romance novella by the author of
Devoured by Darkness. For the Guardians of Eternity, battle is a way of life—whether the plight of their world is at stake, or the fate of their heart . . . After being held captive by
one vampire for four centuries, Kata had no intention of taking another one to the underworld with her. Yet even in the pits of Hell, there's no ignoring the intoxicating desire
awakened by Uriel's touch . . . Previously published in Supernatural. Praise for New York Times–bestselling Author Alexandra Ivy “Ivy always packs her books with buckets of action,
emotion and sexy sizzle. Another winner!” —RT Book Reviews on Devoured by Darkness “The romantic dynamic is smoldering and the seduction focuses on compelling trust,
increasing the appeal.” —Publishers Weekly on My Lord Vampire To Date an Immortal (Immortally Sexy, #1) Authenticity Playground, LLC Derek has a simple assignment: ﬁnd the
Guardian, kill her, and break the curse. Too bad she's immortal, great with a sword, and distractingly adorable. "A wild ride of fun, fantasy and romance!" ~J.R. Ward, #1 New York
Times bestselling author Immortal guardian Justine Bennet has one duty: keep a powerful magical item out of the hands of troublemakers, like, oh, the leader of hell. The eternity of
celibacy that goes with her job? Something that would have been nice to know before she signed up for it. Then Derek LaValle, a no-carb pretzel mogul, shows up at her door to
behead her, which is the only way to save his twin from a deadly curse. Derek's charming, tempting-as-hell, and extremely determined, all the things that Justine needs to amp up
her life. Unfortunately, if Justine lets him live, her mom will end up as Satan's love pancake. But if Derek doesn't kill her, his twin will die in a week. When high-octane attraction
blooms between them, a dramatic ﬁght to the death no longer feels like such a fantastic option. But with such high stakes, they better ﬁgure it out fast, or Satan dating her mom
will become the least of their worries. ★★★★★ "So freaking funny." ~April (Five-star Amazon Review) ★★★★★ "Loved Loved Loved it!" ~Amber (Five-star Amazon Review) ★★★★★ "I
couldn’t put it down! It was funny, heartwarming, sexy, and badass all rolled into one. Keep em coming!!!!" ~Christa S (Five-star Amazon Review) ★★★★★ "I cannot remember when
I laughed so much." ~txlamb (Five-star Amazon Review) ★★★★★ "I freaking loved this book and if you enjoy a little comedy with your paranormal romance then I am sure you will
too." ~Kreidoc (Five-star Amazon Review) ★★★★★ "This book is original, imaginative, funny, fast-paced and there's no way you can see the ending ahead of time." ~Tyne R (Fivestar Amazon Review) ★★★★★ "This book has everything from badass women, a beautiful blooming romance, and humor. Rowe never disappoints." ~Cindy (Five-star Amazon Review)
★★★★★ "This was a totally amazing book. It grabbed me from the beginning and didn’t let me go until the end." ~Michalle H (Five-star Amazon Review) ★★★★★ "I don’t think I have
ever laughed so hard reading a book." ~Alys (Five-star Amazon Review) ★★★★★ "An absolute blast to read. Just loved it." ~Bella (Five-star Amazon Review) About the Author: New
York Times and USA Today bestselling author Stephanie Rowe is "romance at its best" (Bex 'N' Books). She's thrilled to be the winner of the 2018 RITA® Award for Best Paranormal
Romance, as well as a ﬁve-time nominee of this prestigious award. She is also a 2021 Vivian® Award nominee for Best Romantic Suspense Long . As the bestselling author of more
than ﬁfty books, Stephanie delights readers with her wide range of genres, which include cozy mysteries, contemporary romance, paranormal romance, and romantic suspense
novels. For more info, visit Stephanie at www.stephanierowe.com. *Originally published under the title Date Me, Baby, One More Time by Warner Books. The book was brieﬂy listed
under Stephanie's former pen name, S.A. Bayne. The Merlin Prophecy Book One: Battle of Kings Simon and Schuster BOY, HEALER, PROPHET—THE EPIC TALE OF MERLIN BEGINS In the
town of Segontium a wild storm washes a fugitive ashore. He brutally rapes the granddaughter of the ruler of the Deceangli tribe, leaving her to bear his son, Myrddion Merlinus
(Merlin). Spurned as a demon seed, the child is raised by his grandmother and, as soon as he turns nine, he is apprenticed to a skilled alchemist who hones the boy’s remarkable gift
of prophecy. Meanwhile, the High King of the Britons, Vortigern, is rebuilding the ancient fortress at Dinas Emrys. According to a prophecy, he must use the blood of a demon
seed—a human sacriﬁce—to make his towers stand ﬁrm. Myrddion’s life is now in jeopardy, but the gifted boy understands that he has a richer destiny to fulﬁll. Soon Vortigern shall
be known as the harbinger of chaos, and Myrddion must use his gifts for good in a land besieged by evil. So begins the young healer’s journey to greatness . . . My Necromancer
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Romance The Beholder Series, Books One Through Five Monster House Books Like slow-burn medieval romance and magic? Here’s a box set that you’ll love: MY NECROMANCER
ROMANCE! All ﬁve books in the Beholder series are now in one collection... CURSED (Book 1) Most days, Elea couldn’t care less about being a witch, even if she does have special
powers over spirit and bone. Why bother with incantations when you’re a farm girl? Everything changes when the evil Necromancer Tsar curses Elea. Now, she only has ﬁve years
left before she burns as a ghost, tortured for all eternity. A handsome warlock named Rowan steps up to help. Elea wants him as an ally, but she can’t ignore the mixed-up feelings
that come with every one of Rowan’s crooked smiles … CONCEALED (Book 2) As a Grand Mistress Necromancer, Elea’s a witch who commands the ultimate power over spirit and
bone. It’s magic that she’ll need in order to stop the Vicomte Gaspard from killing her Sisters by draining their magic along with their life force. To ﬁnd and free her fellow witches,
Elea must venture into some of the most dangerous places in the realm. And with the handsome warlock Rowan along to help, Elea may be risking more than her life. Her growing
feelings for Rowan might put her heart on the line as well… CHERISHED (Book 3) For Elea, there’s never been a better time to turn away from witch life. The Tsar is in exile. The
Vicomte is dead. And Rowan? Falling for him only broke her heart. Instead of casting spells, Elea spends her days running Braddock Farm and enjoying the ﬂirtations of the very
handsome and non-magical Philippe. Everything is going perfectly, except for one problem. Someone’s trying to kill her. CROWNED (Book 4) At last, Elea has found the love of her
life. Unfortunately, the evil Tsar Viktor is about to unleash an army of twisted mages bent on killing everyone Elea cares about… including the man who’s stolen her heart. So what’s
a powerful witch to do? Why, ﬁght back, of course! Elea goes on a mission to ﬁnd the Sword of Theodora, the only weapon that can destroy Viktor. Will she ﬁnd it in time? CRADLED
(Book 5) Elea is settling in to her new life. Trouble is, her true love is spending a lot of time cleaning up messes from his childhood. And considering the nightmare that was his
upbringing, those are some ugly scenes indeed. In fact, the experience is enough to make her new love vow that he never wants children of his own. Oops. Don’t out on this limitedtime collection! Lock in your copy of MY NECROMANCER ROMANCE today! Spells for Lost Things Simon and Schuster Willow and Mason, two teens who are unceremoniously dragged to
Salem, Massachusetts for the summer, meet and help each other ﬁgure out their places in the world. A Shadow in the Ember Blue Box Press #1 New York Times bestselling author
Jennifer L. Armentrout returns with book one of the all-new, compelling Flesh and Fire series—set in the beloved Blood and Ash world. Born shrouded in the veil of the Primals, a
Maiden as the Fates promised, Seraphena Mierel’s future has never been hers. Chosen before birth to uphold the desperate deal her ancestor struck to save his people, Sera must
leave behind her life and oﬀer herself to the Primal of Death as his Consort. However, Sera’s real destiny is the most closely guarded secret in all of Lasania—she’s not the well
protected Maiden but an assassin with one mission—one target. Make the Primal of Death fall in love, become his weakness, and then…end him. If she fails, she dooms her kingdom
to a slow demise at the hands of the Rot. Sera has always known what she is. Chosen. Consort. Assassin. Weapon. A specter never fully formed yet drenched in blood. A monster.
Until him. Until the Primal of Death’s unexpected words and deeds chase away the darkness gathering inside her. And his seductive touch ignites a passion she’s never allowed
herself to feel and cannot feel for him. But Sera has never had a choice. Either way, her life is forfeit—it always has been, as she has been forever touched by Life and Death. Cursed
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers Look out for the original series starring Katherine Langford coming soon to Netﬂix! The Lady of the Lake is the true hero in this cinematic
twist on the tale of King Arthur created by Thomas Wheeler and legendary artist, producer, and director Frank Miller (300, Batman: The Dark Knight Returns, Sin City). Featuring 8
full-color and 30 black-and-white pieces of original artwork by Frank Miller. Whosoever wields the Sword of Power shall be the one true King. But what if the Sword has chosen a
Queen? Nimue grew up an outcast. Her connection to dark magic made her something to be feared in her Druid village, and that made her desperate to leave… That is, until her
entire village is slaughtered by Red Paladins, and Nimue’s fate is forever altered. Charged by her dying mother to reunite an ancient sword with a legendary sorcerer, Nimue is now
her people’s only hope. Her mission leaves little room for revenge, but the growing power within her can think of little else. Nimue teams up with a charming mercenary named
Arthur and refugee Fey Folk from across England. She wields a sword meant for the one true king, battling paladins and the armies of a corrupt king. She struggles to unite her
people, avenge her family, and discover the truth about her destiny. But perhaps the one thing that can change Destiny itself is found at the edge of a blade. Inﬂamed by an Incubus
A Fated Mates Fae / Phoenix Shifter Paranormal Romance (Eternal Mates Paranormal Romance Series Book 19) Felicity Heaton Fated to be together. Cursed to be apart. Condemned
by a blood mage as an act of revenge, Fenix will do anything to shatter the eternal cycle of losing his beautiful phoenix shifter mate whenever she falls for him again. As he hunts
for a way to break the curse, he battles the ﬁerce compulsion to ﬁnd her latest incarnation, but a moment of weakness brings him to the last place she lived—and what he ﬁnds
there changes everything. When a wickedly handsome incubus attacks her partner, Evelyn does what any Archangel hunter would—she takes him down and takes him in. But there’s
something about the alluring fae, something that teases at her lost memories, and the powerful pull she feels towards him has her falling dangerously under his spell and brings her
to a life-shattering realisation. Swept up in a tempest of danger and with a dark threat on the rise, can Fenix ﬁnd the one who cursed them before fate steals his mate from him this
time? Or will the soul-searing passion that blazes between them burn everything to ashes again to restart the cycle? Find out in Inﬂamed by an Incubus, a fated mates paranormal
romance that will set your heart on ﬁre! Inﬂamed by an Incubus is the nineteenth novel in the Eternal Mates Romance series. This fated mates paranormal romance can be read out
of order and features an incubus hero determined to save his phoenix shifter mate, a second chance romance with a cast of witches, fae, warlocks, vampires, wolves and elves, and
lots of action and adventure--and steamy scenes! All Eternal Mates world books have no cliﬀhangers, a guaranteed happily ever after, some strong language and sexy times. Enjoy!
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If you like Kresley Cole's Immortals After Dark, Sherrilyn Kenyon's Dark-Hunters and Larissa Ione's Demonica world, you won't be able to put down the addictive Eternal Mates
series! Grab your copy today and step into a passionate, lush, and powerful paranormal romance series packed with dark elves, vampires, demons, fae, shifters and angels from
New York Times and USA Today Best-Selling Paranormal Romance Author Felicity Heaton. Paranormal Romance Books in the Eternal Mates Series Book 1: Kissed by a Dark Prince
Book 2: Claimed by a Demon King Book 3: Tempted by a Rogue Prince Book 4: Hunted by a Jaguar Book 5: Craved by an Alpha Book 6: Bitten by a Hellcat Book 7: Taken by a Dragon
Book 8: Marked by an Assassin Book 9: Possessed by a Dark Warrior Book 10: Awakened by a Demoness Book 11: Haunted by the King of Death Book 12: Turned by a Tiger Book 13:
Tamed by a Tiger Book 14: Treasured by a Tiger Book 15: Unchained by a Forbidden Love Book 16: Avenged by an Angel Book 17: Seduced by a Demon King Book 18: Scorched by
Darkness Book 19: Inﬂamed by an Incubus Book 20: Craved by a Wolf - Coming Soon! Book 21: Bewitched by a Vampire - Coming Soon! ... next book in the Eternal Mates series
coming soon! Keywords: paranormal, paranormal romance, paranormal romance books for adults, fated mates, fated mates romance, fae romance, incubus, incubus romance, fae,
phoenix shifter, phoenix, shifter romance, immortals, dark fae romance, second chance, second chance romance, dark elf, witch, witches, warlock, mages, magic, sorcery, alpha
hero, strong heroine, action, long series, adventure, no cliﬀhangers, guaranteed HEA, happily ever after The Book of Encoh Prabhat Prakashan The Star-Touched Queen St. Martin's
Griﬃn An Instant New York Times Bestseller! Contains an extended excerpt from The Gilded Wolves. Fate and fortune. Power and passion. What does it take to be the queen of a
kingdom when you're only seventeen? Maya is cursed. With a horoscope that promises a marriage of Death and Destruction, she has earned only the scorn and fear of her father's
kingdom. Content to follow more scholarly pursuits, her whole world is torn apart when her father, the Raja, arranges a wedding of political convenience to quell outside rebellions.
Soon Maya becomes the queen of Akaran and wife of Amar. Neither roles are what she expected: As Akaran's queen, she ﬁnds her voice and power. As Amar's wife, she ﬁnds
something else entirely: Compassion. Protection. Desire... But Akaran has its own secrets -- thousands of locked doors, gardens of glass, and a tree that bears memories instead of
fruit. Soon, Maya suspects her life is in danger. Yet who, besides her husband, can she trust? With the fate of the human and Otherworldly realms hanging in the balance, Maya
must unravel an ancient mystery that spans reincarnated lives to save those she loves the most. . .including herself. A lush and vivid story that is steeped in Indian folklore and
mythology. The Star-touched Queen is a novel that no reader will soon forget.
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